
 

 

 

CADENCE® Business Travel Specialists stay educated on travel 
technology, respond quickly to the industry changes and treat 
each traveler as an individual. Bonus: they're also really 
friendly! We go above and beyond to turn business travelers 
into happy travelers. 



 

 

 

We’re not interested in forcing you into a boxed solution. Because we understand that 
no two travel management solutions are the same, the goal of your Cadence account 
manager is to understand your unique goals and actively help you achieve them. Using 
a variety of smart, creative resources (many of them complimentary), we tackle hurdles 
like change management, online tool adoption, travel policy regulation, and more. 

We’ve worked hard to earn industry status because our clients deserve the very best. 
Cadence has access to four global consortia hotel and car rental programs to ensure 
the lowest price and highest value. Air tickets booked through Cadence are on average 
17% less than national averages. (Data provided by Topaz National Averaging.) 
 

Cadence manages unused tickets, name and/or date changes, and finds lowest logical 
fares on all bookings. We also monitor advance purchasing behavior to identify which 
booking timelines are costing you extra money. Your Cadence account manager uses 
this data to create realistic solutions and communication plans for your travelers. 
 

If told strategically, your travel spend can tell a very big story to your preferred vendors, 
especially with Cadence as your advocate. Allow us to consolidate your spend and 
secure optimal pricing and credits to your organization. 
 

We use industry leading, state-of-the-art travel technology. Your travelers will have the 
ease and flexibility of desktop and mobile dashboards, and your travel managers will 
have 24/7 access to new and existing travel plans that, as an added bonus, were 
regulated by your travel policy within the booking tool itself. 
 

With Cadence, you’re never on your own again. Our in-house agents are among the 
friendliest, most experienced in the industry. We even have a team dedicated to answer 
questions and troubleshoot for online booking tool users (for free, of course!) 
 

Knowing that your travelers are safe has never been more important. Your organization 
will have access to the locations of all travelers at all times to ensure safety and well-
being during times of geopolitical unrest or weather related disasters. 
 

Beyond managed business travel, Cadence also has a thriving corporate meetings and 
incentive travel division as well in-house personal vacation services. Putting all of your 
travel solutions under one roof has many advantages, but our favorite is that it makes 
you look really good in front of your travelers. 
 


